Runtime performance variability has been a major issue, hindering predictable and scalable performance in modern distributed systems. Executing requests or jobs redundantly over multiple servers have been shown to be effective for mitigating variability, both in theory and practice. Systems that employ redundancy has drawn significant attention, and numerous papers have analyzed the pain and gain of redundancy under various service models and assumptions on the runtime variability. This paper presents a cost (pain) vs. latency (gain) analysis of executing jobs of many tasks by employing replicated or erasure coded redundancy. The tail heaviness of service time variability is decisive on the pain and gain of redundancy and we quantify its effect by deriving expressions for cost and latency. Specifically, we try to answer four questions: 1) How do replicated and coded redundancy compare in the cost vs. latency tradeoff? 2) Can we introduce redundancy after waiting some time and expect it to reduce the cost? 3) Can relaunching the tasks that appear to be straggling after some time help to reduce cost and/or latency? 4) Is it effective to use redundancy and relaunching together? We validate the answers we found for each of these questions via simulations that use empirical distributions extracted from a Google cluster data.
I. INTRODUCTION
P ROVIDING predictable performance is an important ongoing challenge for distributed computing systems. In distributed settings, a job is split into multiple smaller tasks, which get spread over separate resources for parallel execution. Task execution times in modern systems are known to exhibit significant runtime variability due to many factors such as power management, software or hardware failures, maintenance, and most importantly, resource sharing [3] - [9] . Runtime variability may cause some tasks to straggle and take much longer to complete than other tasks in the job. Since a distributed job completes only when all its tasks complete, straggler tasks significantly delay the job completion. As the number of tasks in a job increases so does the chance that at least one of them will be a straggler, thus the impact of stragglers on the job completion time is greater at scale [7] , [10] .
Straggler problem has received significant attention from the systems research community. Existing A preliminary version of this paper appeared in the ACM SIGMETRICS Performance Evaluation Review [1] , [2] . (Corresponding author: Mehmet Fatih Aktaş.)
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TNET.2019.2946464 fall into two categories: i) Squashing runtime variability via preventive actions such as blacklisting faulty machines that frequently exhibit high variability [4] , [10] or learning the characteristics of task-to-node assignments that lead to high variability and avoiding such problematic task-node pairings [11] , ii) Speculative execution by launching the tasks together with replicas and waiting only for the fastest copy to complete [5] , [12] - [15] . Because runtime variability is caused by intrinsically complex reasons, preventive measures for stragglers could not fully solve the problem and runtime variability continued plaguing the compute workloads [10] , [14] . Speculative task execution on the other hand has proved to be an effective remedy, and indeed the most widely deployed solution for stragglers [7] , [16] . For instance with task replication, median runtime slowdown experienced by the tasks within a job is brought down from 8 (and 7) to 1.08 (and 1.1) in Facebook's production Hadoop cluster (and Bing's Dryad cluster) [16] .
Executing tasks with greater number of copies will surely reduce the chance of having to wait for a straggler. However, task replicas occupy system resources that could otherwise be used to execute other tasks. Furthermore, if task replicas are employed excessively, they can overburden the system and further aggravate the runtime variability, given that the primary cause of runtime variability is resource sharing. Therefore, replicas are employed with care in practice, e.g., replica tasks are used only for jobs with a few tasks [14] , or only tasks that straggle beyond some threshold are replicated [12] . More recently, replicas are proposed to be dispatched for single-task jobs only if any server is found idle, which is shown, with a queueing theoretic analysis, to not drive the system to instability by dispatching excessive number of replicas [17] . This paper focuses on two important performance metrics for distributed job execution: 1) Latency, measuring the time to complete the job, and 2) Cost, measuring the total resource time spent to execute the job. Job execution is desired to be fast and with low cost, but these are often conflicting objectives. Cost of executing a job depends on the number of tasks 1 and the time each task takes to finish. Executing a job with task replicas is expected to reduce the time spent by the tasks in the system, while also increasing the total number of tasks involved in completing the job, which is likely to increase the cost. It is important to understand the effect of added redundancy not only on the latency but also on the cost because the load exerted on the system by a job execution is determined by its cost (as elaborated in Sec. II-A).
Erasure coding implements a more general form of redundancy than simple replication, and has been considered for straggler mitigation both in data download [19] - [21] , and more recently in distributed computing context [22] - [28] . With coding, a job of k tasks is expanded into a job of n tasks with n−k parity tasks. Parity tasks are constructed by encoding the initial k tasks, which is done by embedding redundancy either in the computational procedure collaboratively implemented by the tasks (e.g., [22] ) or in the data the tasks consume during execution (e.g., [26] ). If coded tasks are created with MDS code, the most commonly used encoding model, any k of the n tasks would be sufficient to recover the desired outcome of the job, thus only the fastest k tasks would be sufficient for completing the job.
Modeling task execution times and the variability they exhibit is crucial for the theoretical analysis of straggler mitigation techniques to match with the experimental measurements. In the analysis of straggler mitigation techniques, variability in execution times is commonly expressed with a fixed straggling factor. The straggling factor for each task is typically assumed to be independently drawn from a fixed random variable, which we also adopt in this paper. However, runtime variability is known to be to a large part caused by resource sharing in practice [7] - [9] , and the redundant tasks added into system exert additional load on the system resources, which is expected to aggravate the runtime variability. Therefore, we believe that the model of variability should account for the redundancy added into system. In Sec. IV, we consider a model where the tail of task execution times changes with the level of redundancy added into system, and we study the cost and latency of redundancy under this model.
There are various decisions to make while employing redundancy for straggler mitigation. The first natural step is to decide adding whether replicated or coded tasks, and how many of them. Secondly, waiting for some time before launching the replica tasks has been considered to reduce the cost of redundancy [29] . A natural question is that does waiting before launching the redundant (replicated or coded) tasks help in general to reduce cost. In this paper, we analyze the cost vs. latency tradeoff to find out the best practice in making these decisions. As an alternative to adding redundancy, cancelling and relaunching the tasks that appear to be straggling after waiting some time has been considered [12] . This is justified by the heavy tailed nature of task execution times as observed in practice [7] , [30] , [31] . We quantify the effect of straggler relaunch on the cost vs. latency tradeoff in terms of the tail heaviness pronounced by the service time variability. We also consider employing straggler relaunch together with redundancy, and analyze its effects on cost and latency. Parts of the results presented in this paper were published in [1] , [2] . This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we explain the system model that is used for the presented analysis, and formally define the cost and latency of distributed job execution. In Sec. III, we examine the effect of the type and level of redundancy, and the launch time of redundant tasks on the cost vs. latency tradeoff. In Sec. IV, we evaluate the performance of job execution with redundancy when the redundant tasks added into system changes the tail of service time variability. In Sec. V, we study straggler relaunch and investigate its impact on the cost and latency. In Sec. VI, we consider employing straggler relaunch together with redundancy. In Sec. VII, we summarize our key findings, discuss the shortcomings of our analysis and possible future directions.
Summary of Observations: Coding allows increasing the level of added redundancy with finer steps than replication, which translates into greater achievable cost vs. latency region. Waiting for some time before launching the redundant tasks is not effective in trading off latency for reduced cost when the employed redundancy is coding, that is, one can obtain lower latency for the same cost by launching less number of coded tasks rather than delaying their launch time. When the employed redundancy is replication, some cost reduction is possible by launching the replica tasks after waiting some time. Coding is more efficient than replication in the cost vs. latency tradeoff; adding coded tasks into job execution yields higher reduction in latency per incurred cost (hence per incurred additional load on the system) compared to adding replicated tasks. Execution with redundancy reduces the cost and latency together when enough tail heaviness is pronounced by the service time variability. The required tail heaviness is smaller when coding is employed compared to replication. The advantage of coding over replication becomes greater when the job is executed at higher scale, i.e., when the job consists of greater number of parallel tasks.
Relaunching tasks that appear to be straggling after some time reduces the cost and latency when relaunching is performed at the right time and enough tail heaviness is pronounced by the service time variability. Redundancy and straggler relaunch serve the same purpose of mitigating stragglers, hence employing both together require greater tail heaviness in service time variability in order to reduce the cost and latency.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We adopt a system model that is an extension of what is adopted in [29] ; execution time (duration from its launch time to completion) of each task is modeled with a single random variable. All k tasks of a job are launched simultaneously and the execution time of each is assumed to be identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.). We use two canonical distributions to model task execution times: 1) Shifted exponential SExp(s, μ) with a positive minimum value s and a tail decaying exponentially at rate μ, and 2) Pareto(s, α) with a positive minimum value s and a power law tail with index α. Minimum value of the distribution models the minimum service time of the tasks (i.e., task size), while tail of the distribution models the slowdown due to runtime variability; smaller μ or α implies greater chance for stragglers.
Task execution times in modern compute systems are known to exhibit heavy tail [7] , [30] , [31] . In Fig. 2 , we plot the tail distribution of the task execution times 2 that we extracted from a Google Trace data for jobs with 15, 400, or 1050 tasks [30] . Note that both axes in the plots are in log scale, hence an exponential tail would have appeared as an exponentially decaying curve, while a true power law tail (e.g., tail of Pareto) would have pronounced a linear decay at a Fig. 1 . A job of four tasks is executed by launching replicated (Left) or coded (Right) tasks, some time Δ after launching job's initial tasks. Check marks represent task completions while crosses represent cancellations. With replication, exact clones of the remaining tasks are launched, while with coding, parity tasks can be used as a "clone" for any task, therefore, stragglers do not have to be tracked down.
constant rate [32] . Tail distributions shown in the figure exhibit exponential decay at small values and a linearly decaying trend at larger values, which indicates a heavy tailed runtime variability [33] . Note that the steep decay of the tail at the far right edge is due to the bounded support of the distributions.
Assuming execution times to be identically distributed for tasks within the same job is appropriate since jobs in practice are known to be a collection of one or more usually identical tasks [30] , [34] . However, when task execution times are modeled using a distribution with a minimum value of zero (e.g., exponential distribution), assuming independent execution times across the initial and redundant tasks proved to be problematic because added redundancy in this case can make job execution time arbitrarily small. This is in contrast to reality where tasks have an inherent size and due to this, job execution times are lower bounded by a positive value regardless of the level of added redundancy. Modeling task execution times with a minimum value of zero have previously led to theoretical results that are at odds with experimental measurements. Implications of this are discussed in detail in [17] and authors propose a better model for service times in which the time due to task size is decoupled from the time due to runtime variability. Specifically, service times are modeled as s×Sl where s represents the inherent task size and Sl is the slowdown factor, which is assumed to be i.i.d. across tasks and servers with a minimum value of 1. Distributions that we adopt for modeling task execution times can be expressed using the decoupling method introduced in [17] ; SExp(s, μ) can be written as s×SExp (1, μ) or Pareto(s, α) as s×Pareto (1, α) .
In our model, redundant tasks are added into execution only if the job does not complete within some time Δ. Redundancy is introduced either in the form of task replicas or coded parity tasks. When replication is employed, c replicas are launched for every remaining task at time Δ. When coding is employed, n − k MDS coded parity tasks are launched at time Δ (see Fig. 1 ). When straggler relaunch is implemented, tasks (initial or redundant) remaining at time Δ are canceled and fresh replacements are immediately launched in their place.
We define the cost of executing a job as the sum of the lifetimes of all the tasks (including the redundant ones) involved in its execution. Lifetime of a task is the duration from its launch to its completion or cancellation. Depending on the application domain, there are two possible cost definitions: 1) Cost with task cancellation; outstanding redundant tasks are canceled as soon as the job completes (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ), which is a viable option for distributed job execution, 2) Cost without task cancellation; outstanding redundant tasks are left to run until they complete, which for instance is the only option for routing messages with redundancy in an opportunistic network [35] . We assume that task cancellation takes place instantly and does not incur any delay. In the following subsection, we elaborate on the meaning and consequences of the job execution cost.
A. On the Cost of Job Execution
Cost, as is defined here, reflects the total resource time spent while executing a job. Lower cost translates into executing the same job by occupying less area in system capacity × time space. Thus, reducing the cost of job executions allows fitting more jobs per area and leads to higher system throughput [36] .
As we show in the following sections, adding redundant tasks into a job execution can increase or decrease the cost depending on the variability pronounced in task execution times, and the type and level of introduced redundancy. Since redundancy can lead to higher cost, it should be employed with care. Executing jobs at a higher cost implies occupying greater portion of system's overall capacity per job, which increases the load on the system. This may translate into greater congestion in the system resources, hence aggravate job slowdowns or even drive the system to instability. For instance, [17] shows, with a queueing theoretic analysis, how excessive replication of single-task job arrivals can drive system to instability. As another example, [14] introduces a system, named as Dolly, which launches replicas only for small jobs that consist of ≤ 10 tasks. This is shown to achieve significant reduction in latency without overburdening the system according to the traces collected on two clusters at Facebook and Microsoft Bing. The underlying reason for the success of their replication scheme is the workload characteristics; small jobs were observed to tend to have short duration, thus, replicating them did not introduce substantial cost overhead in the system, while returning substantial reduction in the latency of short jobs. The workload and system characteristics considered in [14] are not universal; execution with redundancy is relevant in general not only for small jobs but also for jobs that run at higher scale for large duration. Job slowdowns due to stragglers is an emerging problem for future high performance computing (HPC) systems . Exascale computing is expected to be implemented by systems that are much larger in size and will enable execution at unprecedented levels of parallelism. These future systems are anticipated to be prone to much higher node level runtime variability [37] . Moreover, to implement high resource utilization, resource scheduling in these systems is suggested to be realized with time-sharing rather than today's de facto batch scheduling [38] . As resource sharing is pointed out as the primary cause of stragglers in data centers [7] , performance of future HPC systems is likely to greatly suffer from stragglers. Simulations over the traces collected on Edison Supercomputer demonstrate that jobs with larger number of tasks and shorter duration experience higher slowdowns due to runtime variability under batch scheduling, while under time-sharing based resource scheduling, slowdowns are observed to be relatively uniform regardless of the number of tasks or the job duration [38] . 
B. Notation and Tools for Analysis
Expected cost (C) and latency (T ) are the two metrics that we use to quantify the pain and gain of distributed execution of jobs with redundancy and/or straggler relaunch. Thus, the cost and latency by themselves imply their expected values throughout, and any other quantity associated with them is made explicit. Note that the cost and latency depend on the number of tasks k that constitute the job, task sizes s, runtime variability (determined by μ or α), the level of redundancy added into the job (c task replicas or n − k coded tasks), as well as the time Δ at which redundant tasks are launched and/or straggler relaunch is performed.
Derivations of the cost and latency expressions make frequent use of the law of total probability since we consider adding redundancy and/or performing straggler relaunch after waiting some time Δ. Results from order statistics are essential for the derivations since only a subset of the launched tasks is necessary for job completion when redundancy is employed. Derivations presented in the paper require tedious algebra at times and the expressions involve some special functions that commonly appear while working with order statistics. For completeness, we kept every non-trivial step in the proofs. This made some proofs lengthy and we placed them in the Appendix that is made available as a supplement to this paper.
We here give an overview of the notation and special functions that appear throughout the paper. For their detailed definitions and interesting properties, we refer the reader to [39] . X n:i denotes the ith order statistic of n i.i.d. samples drawn from a random variable X. H n , the nth harmonic number, is defined as
III. CODING VS. REPLICATION
In this section, we study the cost vs. latency tradeoff in executing a distributed job by adding task replicas or coded tasks after waiting some time Δ. Note that we do not consider straggler relaunch until Sec. V. Theorems given below firstly present expressions for the cost and latency assuming exponential task execution times, which we then use to derive the cost and latency for shifted-exponential task execution times.
Consider Executing a Job of k Tasks by Adding c Replicas for Each Remaining Task After Waiting Some Time Δ: Theorem 1: Suppose task execution times are i.i.d. with Exp(μ). Distribution of job execution time is given as
Latency is well approximated as
Cost with (C c ) or without (C) task cancellation is given as
where q = 1 − e −μΔ . Theorem 2: Suppose task execution times are i.i.d. with SExp(s, μ). Distribution and the expected value of job execution time are given as
where T e is the job execution time when task execution times are distributed as Exp(μ), for which the distribution and expected value are given in Thm. 1. Cost with task cancellation is given as
Cost without task cancellation is given as 
where q = 1 − e −μΔ . Theorem 4: Suppose task execution times are i.i.d. with SExp(s, μ). Distribution and the expected value of job execution time are given as
where T e is the job execution time when task execution times are distributed as Exp(μ), for which the distribution and the expected value are given in Thm. 3 .
In distributed computing systems, outstanding redundant tasks can be canceled by signaling the computing nodes as soon as the job completes, hence we always refer to the cost with task cancellation in the discussions throughout the paper.
When task execution times are exponentially distributed, expressions in Thm. 1 and 3 tell us that job execution cost neither depends on the time Δ at which redundant tasks are launched nor the level of employed replicated (c) or coded (n) redundancy. Therefore, according to our model with exponentially distributed task execution times, launching all the available redundant tasks at the beginning (i.e., Δ = 0) achieves the minimum latency with zero penalty in cost.
Recent research proposes waiting for some time before replicating the tasks to reduce the cost of redundancy [29] . Using the expressions given in Thm. 2 and 4, Fig. 3 plots the cost vs. latency tradeoff in executing the same job with different levels of replicated or coded redundancy, by varying the launch time Δ of the redundant tasks between 0 and ∞. First, let us focus on the case with SExp task execution times as shown in Fig. 3 (Top). Cost monotonically decreases while latency monotonically increases with Δ. Let C(c, Δ), T (c, Δ) be the cost and latency when c replicas are added for each remaining task after waiting some time Δ. Increasing Δ initially allows significant reduction in cost while causing a slight increase in latency. However, as soon as T (c, Δ) exceeds T (c − 1, 0) (plot shows this for c = 2) increasing Δ further does not make sense; one can achieve less cost for the same latency by reducing c rather than increasing Δ. This behavior of cost vs. latency tradeoff is more apparent when coded redundancy is employed. Increasing Δ from zero initially returns no visible cost reduction while incurring significant increase in the latency, while it does yield visible reduction in cost only after Δ reaches a certain value. In other words, adding coded tasks with delay can yield significant cost reduction only after significant sacrifice in latency. Consider the cost and latency value at a sufficiently large value of Δ on a curve for a number of coded tasks n − k = r > 1, then the curve below for n − k = r − 1 attains the same latency at less cost at a smaller value of Δ. Thus, given a job execution with a sufficiently large value of Δ and r > 1 coded tasks, same latency can be achieved for less cost by reducing Δ and decrementing r. The same conclusions hold for the case with Pareto task execution times (shown in Fig. 3 (Bottom) ).
The remainder of this section is concerned with the cost vs. latency tradeoff when redundant tasks are launched together with the original tasks (i.e., Δ = 0), which we refer to as zerodelay redundancy. For the case with Δ > 0, we could derive the cost and latency expressions only when the distribution of task execution times, which we refer to as X here, has exponential tail. This is because in the absence of memoryless property (e.g., when X is heavy tailed), derivations require working with the order statistics of samples drawn from two different distributions 3 ; residual execution time of the Fig. 4 . Cost vs. latency of executing a job of k = 10 tasks by employing zero-delay replicated or coded redundancy. The level of employed redundancy, c for replication and n for coding, varies along each curve. Tail heaviness of task execution times increases from left to right. remaining task copies after time Δ is distributed as X|X > Δ, while the execution time of copies that are newly launched at time Δ is distributed as X. Order statistics of independent but non-identical random variables has been studied in the literature [40] . Using the results available in the literature, cost and latency expressions in the case with non-exponential X could be written out, however, the expressions are unwieldy (relatively bearable for job execution with replicas compared to execution with coded tasks). We did not pursue deriving such cumbersome expressions because our purpose was to observe the effect of Δ on the cost vs. latency tradeoff, which was very well served by the expressions we derived for the case with shifted-exponential X. When Δ = 0, cost and latency expressions can be derived with fairly tractable steps when X has either exponential or heavy tail.
Theorem 5: Let the cost (with task cancellation) and latency of executing a job of k tasks be C c , T c when each task is launched together with c replicas, and let them be C n , T n when job is launced with n − k additional coded tasks. When task execution times are i.i.d. with SExp(s, μ),
When task execution times are i.i.d. with Pareto(s, α),
,
Using the expressions given in Thm. 5, Fig. 4 plots the cost vs. latency tradeoff in executing the same job by introducing varying levels of zero-delay replicated or coded redundancy. Under both SExp and Pareto task execution times, coding always achieves less latency for the same cost compared to replication. This observation is formally stated in Thm 6.
Theorem 6: Consider launching a job of k tasks with redundant tasks. Cost and latency is lower when kc MDS coded tasks are added compared to adding c replicas for each task. When task execution times are light tailed, adding redundant tasks into the job reduces its latency but increases its cost. In [29] , replication is demonstrated to reduce the cost and latency together when task execution times are heavy tailed. Using the exact expressions in Thm. 5, Fig. 4 illustrates that redundancy can reduce cost and latency together when the tail of task execution times is heavy enough. Reduction in the cost and latency is greater with coding compared to replication. We elaborate at the end of this section on the tail heaviness required to achieve reduction in the cost and latency together.
Although closed form expressions are formidable to derive, second moments of the cost and latency can be exactly computed as described in Thm. 7, which enables us to compute the standard deviation of the cost and latency. Fig. 5 plots the expected cost and latency values with error bars of width equal to the standard deviation in respective dimensions. Variability in the cost and latency naturally decreases with increasing levels of redundancy. Fixing the number of added redundant tasks, coding achieves less variability compared to replication.
Theorem 7: Consider launching a job of k tasks with redundant tasks. Let us denote the cost and latency as C c , T c when c replicas are added for each task, and as C n , T n when n − k coded tasks are added. For X ∼ Exp(μ) and j ≥ i, we have
as given in [41, Pg. 73 ]. Let Y ∼ Exp((c + 1)μ). When task execution times are i.i.d. with SExp(s, μ), second moments of the cost and latency are given as
For X ∼ Pareto(s, α), given α > max{2/(n − i + 1), 1/(n − j + 1)} and j ≥ i, we have
as given in [42, Pg. 62] . Let Y ∼ Pareto(s, (c + 1)α). When task execution times are distributed as Pareto(s, α), second moments of the cost and latency are given as
Proof Sketch: Derivations follow from the cost and latency formulation given in the proof of Thm. 5.
When task execution times are heavy tailed, it is possible to reduce latency by adding redundant tasks and still pay for the baseline cost of executing the job with no redundancy (cf. Fig. 4 ). We refer to this as latency reduction at no cost. Corollary 1: Suppose task execution times are i.i.d. with Pareto(s, α). Launching a job of k tasks by adding c replicas for each task can reduce its latency up to a minimum value E[T min ] without incurring any additional cost if and only if α < 1.5, and for c max = max { 1/(α − 1) − 1, 0 }, we have E[T min ] = sk! Γ (1 − 1/ (α(c max + 1))) Γ (k + 1 − 1/ (α(c max + 1))) .
A sufficient condition to reduce latency with no additional cost by adding n − k coded tasks is given as a necessary condition is given as
the minimum latency at no additional cost is given as
such that
or it is bounded as follows
Fig . 6 plots the maximum relative latency reduction at no cost in executing the same job under varying degree of tail heaviness in task execution times. Maximum relative latency reduction at no cost is defined as
where E[T min ] is the minimum possible latency at no cost, and E[T 0 ] is the baseline latency of executing the job with no redundancy. As stated in Cor. 1, when the employed redundancy is replication, latency reduction at no cost is possible only when the tail index of task execution times is less than 1.5, that is, only when the tail of task execution times is quite heavy. Employing coded redundancy relaxes this requirement on the tail heaviness, as also shown in the plot. When the employed redundancy is replication, the tail heaviness requirement is independent of the number of tasks k that constitute the job, while employing coded redundancy relaxes the requirement on the tail index further at larger k, i.e., the upper threshold on the tail index increases with k. This can be explained as follows. A task replica can only replace its original copy, while a coded task can replace any of the k initial tasks. Thus, coded tasks can mitigate stragglers more effectively when the job is executed at higher scale (larger k), while the effectiveness of task replicas is not associated with the scale of execution. Consequently for jobs that run at higher scale, coding can reduce latency at no cost even under lighter tailed task execution times, while the scale of execution does not change the tail heaviness requirement for replication. Fig. 7 . Simulated cost vs. latency curves for executing jobs with k = 15, 400, 1050 tasks by employing zero-delay replicated or coded redundancy. Task execution time distributions used in the simulations are extracted from a Google Cluster Trace data [30] .
Demonstration Using Google Cluster Data:
We simulated job executions with replicated or coded redundancy by using task execution time distributions extracted from a Google Cluster data [34] . Google released this data from a cluster running a mixed workload of short or long running MapReduce batch jobs, services and interactive queries [30] . Fig. 7 plots the cost vs. latency curves using the three empirical distributions for jobs with k = 15, 400, 1050 tasks that were previously illustrated in Fig. 2 . In all three, coding is doing better than replication in the cost vs. latency tradeoff. Execution with redundancy could reduce the cost and latency together because each of these distributions pronounces heavy tail at large values (cf. Fig. 2 ). In the execution of jobs with 15 or 1050 tasks, employing replication does not allow for latency reduction at no cost but coding does. In the execution of job with 400 tasks, although replication seems to achieve less cost and latency at first, coding outperforms replication beyond a certain level of redundancy.
IV. WHEN REDUNDANCY CHANGES THE TAIL
So far we have ignored the impact of redundancy on the system. Redundant tasks exert extra load on the system, which is likely to aggravate the existing contention in the system resources. Given that resource contention is the primary cause of runtime variability [7] , the added redundant tasks are likely to increase the variability in task execution times.
Compute servers are typically shared by the tasks of jobs that simultaneously execute on the cluster [18] . Two canonical server sharing strategies are 1) Processor sharing: tasks time-share the server according to a round-robin scheduling, 2) Queueing: tasks wait in a queue and are accepted into service one at a time. Modern Operating Systems implement a mix of processor sharing and First-come First-served (FCFS) queueing to host multiple processes on a server, e.g., scheduling classes SCHED_FIFO and SCHED_RR in the Linux Kernel [43] . A compute server in reality hosts several shared resources (e.g., CPU, memory, I/O bus, etc.) and each with its own scheduling scheme. For simplicity, we here model servers to host only CPU. We adopt limited processor sharing model in which tasks are allowed to time-share the server (while being served over multiple CPU cores or threads) until a limited number of them accumulate, beyond which the remaining tasks wait in a FCFS queue. Limited processor sharing is shown to implement robust performance (in terms of the tail of response time) for both heavy and light tailed task sizes [44] . Fig. 8 . Cost vs. latency for a particular type of job with 20 tasks of unit size. Arriving jobs are expanded with coded tasks at a multiplicative factor of r. Simulated values are given for increasing values of r; we start with r = 1 (No redundancy) and then increase r by 0.1 at each step.
In order to understand the impact of added redundancy on the system's runtime variability, we simulated a cluster of servers, each implementing a limited processor sharing queue. Jobs of varying number of tasks and size (minimum task execution time) arrive to cluster according to a Poisson process. Distribution of task sizes and number of tasks within real compute jobs are known to exhibit heavy tail [30] , [45] - [47] . Therefore in our simulation: i) Task size for each arriving job is independently sampled from a Truncated-Pareto (a canonical continuous heavy tailed) distribution with minimum value of 1, maximum value of 10 10 and tail index of 1.1. The choice of Truncated-Pareto distribution and the values for its parameters come from the distribution of real compute task sizes presented in [48] . ii) Number of tasks that constitute each arriving job is independently sampled from a Zipf (a canonical discrete heavy tailed) distribution. Each arriving job is expanded with the same rate r > 1; a job of k tasks gets expanded into n = rk tasks by adding rk − k coded tasks, and the resulting n tasks are dispatched to the n servers with the least number of tasks in the cluster. As soon as any k of the n tasks of a job is completed, the job completes and its remaining n − k outstanding tasks (either in service or waiting in a queue) get immediately removed from the cluster. Expanding jobs with the same rate r ensures fairness by introducing redundancy in proportion to the scale k at which a job is executed.
Cost and latency values for a particular type of job with a fixed number of tasks of unit size are plotted in Fig. 8 for increasing values of r. Each simulated server in the cluster implements limited processor sharing queue with a limit of 8 tasks. The latency of the job is the time span between its arrival and departure to and from the system. The cost of the job is the sum of the service time of every task involved in its execution. Simulated curve shows that redundancy initially reduces latency significantly with little change in cost, then reduces latency but increases cost, and finally beyond a level increases latency with little change in cost. In order to evaluate the appropriateness of modeling task execution times with canonical heavy tailed distributions, we first fitted Pareto and Truncated-Pareto distributions on the task execution times sampled from the simulation, then substituted these fitted models in the analytical cost and latency expressions. We presented cost and latency expressions for Pareto task execution times in Thm. 5. Cost and latency are formidable to derive in closed form for Truncated-Pareto task execution times, but their computation involves a single integral which we evaluate numerically (refer to [42, Pg. 63] ). Parameters of the Pareto (minimum value and tail index) and Truncated-Pareto (minimum and maximum values, and tail index) models are estimated using the unbiased MLE estimators that are respectively presented in [49] and [50, Thm. 1] .
The comparison given in Fig. 8 between the simulated and fitted values of cost and latency shows that modeling task execution times with Pareto distribution is fairly appropriate to study the cost vs. latency tradeoff. This is not surprising since the asymptotic approximations of the tail of waiting times in FCFS or processor sharing queues have demonstrated that heavy tailed task sizes result in heavy tailed delay [51] - [53] . However one caveat of the model is that it cannot capture the case we observe in (the top right of) Fig. 8 in which adding more redundancy increases latency with little change in cost. In the remainder of this section, we study the cost vs. latency tradeoff by adopting a Pareto task execution time model that is dependent on the rate r at which redundancy is added into all the jobs executing in the system. Expansion of a job with task replicas at (an integer) rate of r refers to launching r − 1 replicas for each of the k tasks within the job.
Redundant tasks added into the system are expected to aggravate resource contention, and consequently increase the variability in task execution times. Therefore, the impact of redundant load exerted on the system should be incorporated in the Pareto(s, α) distribution that we use to model task execution times. Under stability, an arriving job, with nonzero probability, can find the system empty and complete execution without having to share servers with any other job. Thus, we assume that minimum task execution time s solely reflects the task size and is not affected by resource contention. Then, the impact of added redundant load should be captured by the only remaining parameter, the tail index α. Smaller α implies greater variability (implying greater chance and impact of resource contention), so α is expected to get smaller as more redundancy is added into the jobs, which is indeed what we observe in the simulations. We directly use the job expansion rate r to quantify the level of added redundancy and model α as a function of r. Note that we do not study the exact trend which describes how α changes with r, but rather try to understand the requirements on the relationship between α and r that leads to gain or pain in the cost vs. latency tradeoff.
We firstly present sufficient conditions in terms of α and r to yield a reduction or incur an increase in latency.
Theorem 8: Suppose that task execution times are i.i.d. with Pareto with tail index α i when jobs arriving to the system are expanded with redundant tasks by a multiplicative factor of r i > 1. Consider increasing r i to r j . If jobs are expanded with coded tasks, a sufficient condition to reduce the latency of a job of k tasks by the change r i → r j is
a sufficient condition to incur an increase in job's latency is
where n i = kr i and n j = kr j . If jobs are expanded with task replicas, a necessary and sufficient condition for the change r i → r j to reduce latency is given for any job as
Condition (15) for the case of expanding jobs with coded tasks is sufficient to reduce latency, but it may not give tight guarantees. It can be made easier to interpret by expressing the expansion rate r as n/k for a given job of k tasks. Increasing the rate from n/k to (n + 1)/k, the condition (15) becomes
This says that if the tail heaviness of task execution times (or α) stays the same or becomes lighter as r increases, increasing r reduces latency for all jobs regardless of k. This is not informative since we already know that latency monotonically decreases in n when the tail heaviness of task execution times stays the same let alone when it gets lighter (cf. Thm. 5).
Next we derive an approximate necessary and sufficient condition to reduce latency of a particular job by increasing r, in the case where jobs are expanded with coded tasks. Presented approximation yields close estimates for large enough values of r, in particular when r > 2. Approximating the quotient of Gamma functions with Sterling's approximation [54] , latency of executing a job of k tasks in a system with coded expansion rate r = n/k is approximately given as
, which gives us the following approximation for the ratio
This gives us the following approximate necessary and sufficient condition on the growth of tail index to reduce the latency for jobs of k tasks by increasing r from n/k to (n + 1)/k,
1 ⇐⇒ α n+1 α n log(1 + k/(n − k + 2)) log(1 + k/(n − k + 1)) .
The condition above and the ones given in Thm. 8 are quantitative expressions of our intuition; when the redundant load exerted on the system increases the runtime variability, it gets harder to reduce latency by executing jobs with more redundancy as the level of employed redundancy gets higher. When jobs are expanded with task replicas, the condition to reduce latency with more redundancy does not depend on the number of tasks k (scale) within the job; higher level of replication achieves less latency as long as the relative growth in the job expansion rate r is larger than the relative reduction in the tail index α (i.e., relative growth in tail heaviness) of task execution times. In Sec. III, coded redundancy is shown to be more effective for jobs that run at greater scale. Similarly here when jobs are expanded with coded tasks, increased runtime variability due to redundant load can be better compensated by jobs that run at greater scale. In addition, the threshold for redundancy to start incurring higher latency grows at a slower rate in r when coded tasks are used compared to using task replicas. This is due to the fact that coded redundancy is more efficient; it yields greater reduction in latency per introduced redundant task compared to replication.
V. STRAGGLER RELAUNCH
Throughout this section, we assume task execution times are heavy tailed. There are two properties of heavy tailed task execution times that greatly affect the distributed job execution [33] . Firstly, the longer a task has taken to execute, the longer its average residual lifetime is expected to be. Secondly, the majority of the mass in a set of sample observations drawn from a heavy tailed distribution is contributed by few samples. This suggests that among all tasks within a job, few of them are expected to be stragglers with much longer completion time compared to the non-stragglers.
After launching a job, let us wait for a reasonably large Δ amount of time and check whether the job is completed or not. If the job is still running, we expect only a few tasks remaining which we refer to as stragglers. Heavy tailed nature of the task execution times suggests that the tasks straggling beyond time Δ are expected to take at least Δ more to complete on average. It also suggests that if a fresh copy is launched at time Δ for each straggling task, fresh copies are likely to complete before their corresponding old copies.
In this section, we show that straggler relaunch, that is, replacing the straggling tasks with fresh copies after waiting for some time, can yield significant reduction in cost and latency when the task execution times are heavy tailed enough. We investigate the level of tail heaviness required for straggler relaunch to be effective. The selection of the tasks to be relaunched is decided by the time Δ we wait before relaunching the remaining tasks. Untimely relaunch might be either late and cause delayed cancellation of the stragglers, or might be early and cause killing the non-straggler tasks as well. We find an approximation for the optimal time to perform straggler relaunch, which turns out to have a simple and insightful form. Lastly, we consider performing straggler relaunch jointly with adding redundant tasks into the job execution.
Exact expressions for the cost and latency of job execution with straggler relaunch are given in Thm. 9. Note that we assume relaunching tasks takes place instantly and does not incur any additional delay. Performing straggler relaunch before the minimum task completion time s causes meaningless work loss and further delays the job completion, while performing straggler relaunch at the right time significantly reduces the latency. The cost is a direct function of the latency in the absence of redundant tasks, hence reduced latency implies reduced cost as well (as illustrated in Fig. 9 ). Theorem 9: Suppose task execution times are i.i.d. with Pareto(s, α). Consider executing a job of k tasks by relaunching all the remaining tasks after waiting some time Δ. Then, the distribution of job completion time is given as
Latency is given as
where q = ½(Δ > s) (1 − (s/Δ) α ), and L = sk!Γ(1 − 1/α)/Γ(k + 1 − 1/α) is the baseline latency of executing the job without straggler relaunch. Lemma 1: Suppose task execution times are distributed as Pareto(s, α), and let T norel denote the baseline completion time for executing a job of k tasks without straggler relaunch. A sufficient condition for reducing the cost and latency of job execution by performing straggler relaunch is given by
This gives a looser sufficient condition on the tail index as α < ln(k)/ ln (4) .
Optimal relaunch time to execute the job with minimum cost and latency is approximately given as
This implies that average fraction of the tasks that are relaunched by the optimal strategy is approximately given as
Sufficient conditions and the approximations given above are asymptotic and become exact in the limit k → ∞. An approximate expression for the relaunch time Δ * that minimizes the cost and latency of job execution is given in Lemma 1. The given approximation converges to the true optimal as k gets larger, e.g., approximate Δ * is very close to the true optimal for the case shown in Fig. 9 with k = 100. Optimal relaunch time is an increasing function of the number of tasks k and the task sizes s, which intuitively makes sense. Also it is a decreasing function of α, meaning that it is better to relaunch earlier when the tail of task execution times is lighter, while for heavier tail, delaying relaunch further helps to identify the stragglers better. This is because relaunching tasks is a choice of canceling the work that is already completed in order to get possibly lucky and execute the replacement copies much faster. When the task execution times are heavier in tail, the residual lifetime of the straggler tasks is expected to be much larger, and the gain of relaunching stragglers can compensate for the work loss. However with lighter tailed task execution times, it is better to try our chance with relaunching earlier and keep the work loss limited.
As discussed above Δ * gets smaller as α increases, but this does not imply relaunching a larger fraction of the job's tasks. When relaunching is performed after waiting Δ * , fraction p * of the tasks that are relaunched monotonically decreases 4 with α, that is, fewer tasks get relaunched on average by the optimal strategy as the tail gets lighter. In addition, p * decreases with k, which means for jobs with larger number of tasks, optimal strategy dictates relaunching smaller fraction of the tasks. For instance, suppose α = 2 and k = 10, then p * ≈ 0.17, which implies 17% of the tasks would need to be relaunched on average with the optimal strategy, while if k = 100, then only 6% of the tasks would need to be relaunched on average.
We assume relaunching tasks does not introduce any additional delay. Given that, the cost of job execution directly changes with the latency, thus, optimal relaunch time that minimizes latency also minimizes the cost. Note that cost of relaunching may not be ignored in practice, which is why results presented here on the performance of straggler relaunch can only be taken as optimistic guidelines.
For relaunching to be effective, work loss due to the cancellation of already running tasks should be compensated by the Fig. 10 . Maximum reduction in the latency of executing a job of k tasks with straggler relaunch (relative to the baseline without relaunch) depends on the tail of the task execution times. Vertical dashed lines indicate the sufficient condition given on α in Lemma 1.
gain of not having to wait very long for the stragglers. In other words, straggler relaunch is effective only if the tail of task execution times is heavy beyond a level. Otherwise relaunching tasks hurts performance; it incurs additional cost and latency in the job execution. For instance, relaunching always hurts when task execution times have light tail, i.e., when the tail decays at least exponentially fast.
Lemma 1 presents an asymptotic sufficient condition for straggler relaunch to be effective, which has a particularly nice form; if the baseline latency without relaunching is greater than 4 times the minimum task completion time s, then relaunching stragglers at the right time will reduce the cost and latency of job execution. Reformulation of this condition in terms of the tail index α suggests that straggler relaunch is effective as long as α is less than a threshold, which is the same as saying the tail of task execution times should be heavy beyond a level. Note that this condition on the tail index α does not depend on the minimum task completion time s and is only proportional with the logarithm of the scale k of job execution, which we also validate by numerically computing the exact necessary and sufficient condition on α (see Fig. 10 ).
VI. REDUNDANCY TOGETHER WITH RELAUNCH
In this section, we consider employing redundant tasks and straggler relaunch jointly for straggler mitigation.
A. Zero-Delay Redundancy With Relaunch
Firstly, we consider launching the redundant tasks (c replicas for each task or n − k coded tasks) together with the k initial tasks of a job, then relaunching each remaining task (initial or redundant) after waiting some time Δ. Thm. 10 gives exact expressions for the latency and Lemma 2 presents an asymptotic sufficient condition for relaunching to be effective in reducing latency, and also presents an approximate value for the optimal relaunch time. Relaunch time Δ does not affect the level of added redundancy, hence the optimal relaunch time that minimizes latency also minimizes cost. When job is launched by adding c replicas for each task,
When job is launched by adding n − k coded tasks,
where q = ½(Δ > s) (1 − (s/Δ) α ). (s, α) . Let E[T norel ] denote the latency for a job of k tasks that is launched together with task replicas or coded tasks (without straggler relaunch), which is given in Thm. 5. A sufficient condition that guarantees reduction in cost and latency by also performing straggler relaunch is given as
A looser sufficient condition is, when task replicas are used α < ln(k) (c + 1) ln(4) , (28) or when coded tasks are used α < ln (n/(n − k + 1)) ln(4) .
Optimal relaunch time for minimum cost and latency (either when task replicas or coded tasks are used) is approximately
Sufficient conditions and the approximations given above are asymptotic and becomes exact in the limit k → ∞. Proof Sketch: Very similar to the proof of Lemma 1. Launching a job with redundant tasks mitigates the effect of stragglers, so does relaunching the stragglers after waiting some time. Therefore, the relative latency and cost reduction harvested from straggler relaunch decreases when it is used jointly with redundancy. Straggler relaunch is effective only when the effect of stragglers is significant, i.e., when the tail of task execution times is heavy beyond a level (cf. Lemma 1).
Adding redundant tasks into the job execution already "cuts" some of the tail, hence the initial tail heaviness that is required for relaunching to be effective increases with the level of added redundancy. Sufficient conditions (28) and (29) given on the tail heaviness are asymptotic representations of this observation. The upper threshold given on the tail index as the sufficient condition decays (i.e., required tail heaviness increases) with the level of added redundancy faster when task replicas are used (decays as 1/(c + 1)) compared to using coded tasks (decays as ln (n/(n − k + 1))).
B. Delayed Redundancy With Relaunch
Secondly, we consider adding redundant tasks and performing straggler relaunch jointly after waiting some time Δ. Cost and latency of job execution in this case are are presented in Thm. 11. Using these expressions, Fig. 11 plots the cost vs. latency tradeoff by varying Δ from 0 to ∞ for different levels of added redundancy.
When the number of added coded tasks is low, there exists an optimal time Δ that minimizes the cost and latency of job execution (Left, Fig. 11 ). This is the same observation that we previously made for the case of performing straggler relaunch without adding any redundancy (cf. Fig. 9 ). As the number of added coded tasks increases, redundancy becomes a greater effect on the cost and latency than straggler relaunch, hence waiting for some time before adding redundant tasks becomes ineffective to reduce the cost (Middle, Fig. 11 ). This is the same observation that we made previously for the case of employing delayed redundancy without straggler relaunch (cf. Fig. 1 ). When task replicas are used rather than coded tasks, regardless of the number of added replicas, delaying Δ is ineffective to reduce the cost (Right, Fig. 11 ). This is because replicating each remaining task after some time Δ even by one is enough to dominate the effect of straggler relaunch on the cost vs. latency tradeoff. Theorem 11: Suppose task execution times are i.i.d. with Pareto(s, α). Let E[T nored ] denote the latency of executing a job of k tasks by relaunching each remaining task after some time Δ (without adding redundant task) as given in Thm. 9 .
Consider relaunching and adding c replicas for each remaining task after some time Δ. Then, latency is given as
for f (α) = s Γ(1−1/α) Γ(−1/α) B(k − kq + 1, −1/α).
Cost with (C c ) or without (C) task cancellation is given as Consider adding n − k coded tasks instead of task replicas. Then, latency is given as
Cost with (C c ) or without (C) task cancellation is given as 
where q = ½(Δ > s)(1 − (s/Δ) α ).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a theoretical performance evaluation of the two most widely deployed straggler mitigation techniques for distributed job execution: i) adding redundant tasks (together with the original tasks or after waiting some time) into the job and waiting only for a sufficient subset of all launched tasks for job completion, ii) waiting for some time after launching the job and relaunching its remaining tasks. We derived the cost and latency expressions for executing the job by applying either one of these techniques or both jointly. Using the derived expressions, we found the following guidelines for the application of these techniques: i) Waiting for some time before launching redundant tasks is not effective to reduce the cost of redundancy. ii) Launching a job with redundant tasks can reduce not only its latency but also its cost. iii) Launching a job with MDS coded tasks achieves less cost (hence incurs less additional load on the system) and latency than using task replicas. iv) Relaunching remaining tasks after waiting some time is effective only if the tail of task execution times is heavier beyond a level, and employing redundant tasks together with straggler relaunch increases this tail heaviness requirement.
In our system model, we abstract away the job dispatching and resource sharing dynamics by modeling execution times of tasks within a job as i.i.d. random variables. This rather lumped model allows deriving insightful expressions that allows evaluating and comparing widely deployed straggler mitigation techniques. However, application of these techniques modifies the system dynamics and it is necessary to augment the model to reflect the impact of this modification on task execution times. This is an ongoing challenge for us and Sec. IV presented a simulation driven attempt in this direction.
